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Nonstructural protein 5A (NS5A) of bovine viral diarrhea virus (BVDV) is a hydrophilic phosphoprotein with RNA binding activity and a critical component of the viral replicase. In silico analysis suggests that NS5A encompasses three domains interconnected by two low-complexity sequences (LCSs). While domain I harbors two functional determinants, an N-terminal amphipathic helix important for membrane association, and a Zn-binding site essential for RNA replication, the structure and
function of the C-terminal half of NS5A are still ill defined. In this study, we introduced a panel of 10 amino acid deletions covering the C-terminal half of NS5A. In the context of a highly efficient monocistronic replicon, deletions in LCS I and the N-terminal part of domain II, as well as in domain III, were tolerated with regard to RNA replication. When introduced into a bicistronic
replicon, only deletions in LCS I and the N-terminal part of domain II were tolerated. In the context of the viral full-length genome, these mutations allowed residual virion morphogenesis. Based on these data, a functional monocistronic BVDV replicon
coding for an NS5A variant with an insertion of the fluorescent protein mCherry was constructed. Live cell imaging demonstrated that a fraction of NS5A-mCherry localizes to the surface of lipid droplets. Taken together, this study provides novel insights into the functions of BVDV NS5A. Moreover, we established the first pestiviral replicon expressing fluorescent NS5AmCherry to directly visualize functional viral replication complexes by live cell imaging.

T

he genus Pestivirus and the genera Hepacivirus, Pegivirus, and
Flavivirus establish the family Flaviviridae (1). Pestiviruses,
like classical swine fever virus (CSFV) and bovine viral diarrhea
virus (BVDV), are important animal pathogens, causing major
losses in stock farming. BVDV is an enveloped RNA virus with a
12.3-kb-long single-stranded, positive-sense RNA genome composed of a long open reading frame (ORF) flanked by 5= and 3=
untranslated regions (UTRs) (2). An internal ribosomal entry site
(IRES) located within the 5= UTR promotes initiation of translation by cap-independent attachment of ribosomes to the initiation codon (3). The RNA genome is translated into a polyprotein,
which is co- and posttranslationally cleaved by cellular and viral
proteases to yield the mature viral structural and nonstructural
(NS) proteins in the following order: NH2-Npro, C, Erns, E1, E2, p7,
NS2, NS3, NS4A, NS4B, NS5A, and NS5B-COOH (2). C, Erns, E1,
and E2 are the structural proteins (4). As in all RNA viruses, most
of the BVDV nonstructural proteins serve central functions in
viral RNA replication. The minimal part of the viral polyprotein
required for autonomous RNA replication encompasses the NS3
to NS5B region (5). Moreover, for BVDV, the RNA sequence of
the ORF immediately downstream of the IRES as well as the generation of the authentic N terminus of NS3 are critical for RNA
replication (5–8). As a case in point, highly efficient RNA replication has been observed for a replicon with the genome structure of
a natural defective interfering (DI) BVDV RNA encoding NH2Npro, NS3, NS4A, NS4B, NS5A, and NS5B-COOH (5, 9). In this
polyprotein, the N terminus of NS3 is generated by the autoprotease Npro, while the NS3 protease, in conjunction with its cofactor, NS4A, processes the remainder of the viral polyprotein (9,
10). Besides serine protease activity, the multifunctional NS3 protein also serves as a helicase/NTPase in viral RNA replication (11).
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NS5B is an RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) which catalyzes viral RNA synthesis (12, 13). NS5A is a zinc metalloprotein
that is phosphorylated by cellular kinases with an important but
not completely clarified function in RNA replication (15, 16). To
date, NS5A is the only replicase component that can be complemented in trans (17). The N terminus of BVDV NS5A has been
demonstrated to form an in-plane amphipathic ␣-helix which anchors the protein to intracellular membranes, a feature that is
believed to be essential for the formation of the functional replication complex (18). However, the structure and function of the
downstream part of NS5A are still ill defined. Recently, CSFV
NS5A has been shown to regulate CSFV viral RNA replication by
either binding to the 3= UTR of the viral RNA genome via its RNA
binding activity or by modulating the RdRp activity of NS5B by
direct protein-protein interactions (19, 20).
NS5A of the related hepatitis C virus (HCV) is also a zincbinding phosphoprotein that is composed of 3 domains interspaced with two low-complexity sequences (LCS I and LCS II). An
N-terminal amphipathic ␣-helix located in domain I anchors
HCV NS5A to intracellular membranes (21–23). The ordered nature of the N-terminal domain I allowed the determination of its
crystal structure, which suggested that it forms a dimer to which a
single-strand RNA molecule can bind (23, 24). The RNA binding
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Characterization of BVDV NS5A

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cells and viruses. Madin-Darby bovine kidney (MDBK) cells were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (Rockville, MD) and
grown in Dulbecco’s minimum essential medium (DMEM) with 10%
horse serum (PAA, Cölbe, Germany), nonessential amino acids, 100 U/ml
penicillin, and 100 g/ml streptomycin. Huh7-T7 cells, a Huh7 cell line
stably expressing T7 RNA polymerase (47) (a kind gift of Stan Lemon;
UNC, Chapel Hill, NC), were grown in DMEM with 10% fetal calf serum
(FCS gold; PAA), 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 g/ml streptomycin, and 1
mg/ml G418. All cells were grown at 37°C and 5% CO2.
Vaccinia virus modified virus Ankara (MVA)-T7pol (48) was generously provided by G. Sutter (LMU, Munich, Germany). The cytopathogenic BVDV-1 strain CP7 was generated from the authentic full-length
infectious BVDV cDNA clone pCP7-388, which has been described previously (49).
Antibodies. For immunological detection of BVDV proteins, the following mouse monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) were used: NS3, 8.12.7
(50); NS4A, GH4A1 ([4B7]) (51); NS5A, GLBVD5A1 (11C) (unpublished); and NS5B, GLBVD5B1 (9A) (unpublished). Goat anti-mouse IgG
antibody coupled to horseradish peroxidase (␣-mouse-HRP) was used as
the secondary antibody (Dianova, Hamburg, Germany) for Western blot
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analysis. Goat anti-mouse IgG secondary antibody conjugated with Cy3
(Dianova, Hamburg, Germany), Alexa Fluor 647, or Alexa Fluor 488 (Invitrogen, Molecular Probes, Darmstadt, Germany) was used for indirect
immunofluorescence assays.
Plasmid constructs. Plasmids were constructed by standard methods.
All mutations were introduced either by standard PCR or by the
QuikChange in vitro mutagenesis system by following the manufacturer’s
standard protocols (Stratagene, Heidelberg, Germany). The resulting
PCR or QuikChange products were verified by sequencing, and the integrity of all final plasmid constructs was analyzed by restriction enzyme
digestion and DNA sequencing. The plasmid pCP7-388 encodes the fulllength BVDV CP7 cDNA genome (49). The replicon encoded by plasmid
pDI-388 is based on the natural BVDV isolate DI9 and contains the 5= and
3= UTRs flanking the genes encoding Npro followed by NS3 to NS5B (5, 9,
52). Upstream of the viral cDNA, an SP6 RNA polymerase promoter was
integrated in such a way that the start site of the RNA transcript is the first
nucleotide of the BVDV cDNA. A singular SmaI site allows linearization
of the plasmids at the 3= end of the cDNA, leading to molecules with three
terminal C residues. In the pT7-DI-388 plasmid the SP6 polymerase promoter of pDI-388 was replaced by the T7 promoter sequence upstream of
the BVDV 5= UTR to allow the transcription of the BVDV DI-388 cDNA
by T7 RNA polymerase. In order to establish an assay that allows quantitative analysis of the viral replication potential of the mutant RNA replicons in MDBK cells, bicistronic BVDV replicons (pBici-388 RLuc NS33=) expressing a Renilla luciferase (RLuc) reporter gene downstream of the
Npro coding sequence in the first open reading frame were generated. The
RLuc gene in pBici-388 RLuc NS3-3= was derived from pF/R-wt (53),
kindly provided by Ann Palmenberg (Madison, WI), by PCR amplification with primers BssHII RLuc sense (5=-GCGCGCATACCATGGCTTC
CAAGGTGTACGACCCC-3=) and FseI RLuc antisense (5=-GGCCGGCC
ATTACTGCTCGTTCTTCAGCACGCGC-3=) and subsequently fused in
frame via BssHII and FseI to the 3= end of the Npro coding sequence.
Downstream of the stop codon of the RLuc gene, a PvuII/SacI fragment
(nucleotides 3690 to 590) of pCITE2a (Novagen, Madison, WI) was integrated. This fragment encompasses the IRES of encephalomyocarditis virus (EMCV). The cDNA in the resulting plasmid, pBici-388 RLuc NS3-3=,
which served as the basis for all further bicistronic constructs, encompasses the following sequences downstream of the SP6 RNA polymerase
promoter: the 5= UTR, the Npro coding sequence, RLuc gene sequence,
and the EMCV IRES. The ORF downstream of the EMCV IRES encompasses the methionine start codon, followed by the sequence for the CP7
polyprotein starting with the NS3 glycine1590 and followed by the 3= UTR
of the CP7 genome. A singular SmaI site allows linearization of the plasmids at the 3= end of the cDNA.
To construct the bicistronic Bici-388 RLuc NS2-3= replicon, a region
encompassing BVDV CP7 genomic sequence 3809 to 5359, including the
entire NS2 and the N terminus of NS3, was amplified using the primers
BVDV NS2 BsmBI se (5=-CGTCTCCCATGGAACCAGGTGCCCAGGG
GTACCTAGAGCAGGTAGACC-3=) and BVDV NS3 AgeI ase (5=-ACCG
GTTTCCAATCCCCTCCTTACCTTTAGTAGTGCTG-3=), where the
underlined sequences correspond to the BsmBI and AgeI restriction sites.
Cleavage with BsmBI restriction enzyme would generate an NcoI-compatible overhang at the 5= end of the fragment, thereby allowing the insertion of the NS2 coding sequence directly downstream of the EMCV IRES
into pBici-388 RLuc NS3-3=. The PCR product was cloned into pGEM-T
(Promega, Madison, WI). The obtained pGEM-T NS2-3AgeI plasmid was
subsequently cleaved with BsmBI and AgeI, and the fragment was cloned
into pBici-388 RLuc NS3-3= treated with NcoI and AgeI, resulting in
pBici-388 Rluc NS2-3=.
All NS5A deletions were generated via QuikChange mutagenesis with
the subclone vector pKS(⫹)Sal-NS5A-Cla as the template, which contained the SalI-ClaI fragment derived from the pCP7-388 plasmid encompassing the NS5A coding sequence and surrounding regions. To construct
this plasmid, pCP7-388 was digested with SalI and ClaI (NEB, Frankfurt/
Main, Germany), and the NS5A-encoding fragment was gel purified and
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capability of this protein was further corroborated by in vitro studies demonstrating that all three domains of HCV NS5A contribute
to RNA binding (25, 26). In contrast to the rigid fold of domain I,
domains II and III are believed to be intrinsically unstructured,
and their interaction with cyclophilins is of importance for the
viral life cycle (14, 27–32). Deletion studies revealed that large
parts of domain II and domain III of HCV NS5A are not essential
for RNA replication, and that most of domain III can be replaced
by green fluorescent protein (GFP) without a significant effect on
this process (33–35, 37). However, the C-terminal part of domain
III encompasses a phosphorylation site that has been shown to
represent a major determinant for HCV particle production (36).
More recently, it has been shown that a fraction of HCV NS5A
localizes at the surface of LDs (38–40). The localization of NS5A
and other viral components, especially core protein, on LDs is a
prerequisite for the production of infectious HCV particles (38,
41, 42). Studies concerning the subcellular sites of viral RNA replication and virion morphogenesis have been reinforced by live
cell imaging employing HCV genomes which express a functional
NS5A-GFP fusion protein (34, 43–46).
The aim of the present study was to gain insights into the functions of NS5A in the pestiviral life cycle. To this end, a reverse
genetic analysis was conducted to determine the parts of BVDV
NS5A downstream of the putative domain I which are required for
pestiviral RNA replication and virion production, respectively.
Taking advantage of a highly efficient BVDV replicon system,
named DI-388, we tested 24 small deletions spanning the C-terminal half of the NS5A protein (residues 248 to 488) with regard
to their influence on viral RNA replication. Analysis of this set of
mutants in the BVDV DI-388 context identified two regions of 90
and 50 NS5A residues, respectively, which tolerate deletions. Viable NS5A deletion mutants were further surveyed for their effect
on BVDV CP7 virus production.
These data were used to establish a functional BVDV replicon
expressing fluorescent NS5A-mCherry, which allowed the detection of BVDV replication complexes in living cells for the first
time. Live cell imaging revealed that, analogous to NS5A of HCV,
a fraction of BVDV NS5A localizes to LDs. Taken together, this
study revealed critical functions of the C-terminal region of
BVDV NS5A in the pestiviral life cycle.
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the fragment containing the NS5A-mCherry coding sequence was subsequently ligated into pT7-DI-388 cut with the same enzymes.
To construct pNS5A-mCherry, the NS5A-mCherry coding sequence
was amplified from pKS(⫹)Sal-NS5A-mCherry-Cla with primers NS5Afwd (5=-GGTACCATGTCTGGGAAT TATGTCCTGGATTTG-3=) and
NS5A-stop-rev (5=-GGATCCTTACAGCTTCATGGTATA GGTTCTTG
C-3=), where the underlined sequences represent KpnI and BamHI restriction sites. The PCR product was digested with KpnI and BamHI, gel
purified, and ligated into peYFP-N1 (Clontech, Palo Alto, CA) cleaved
with the same restriction enzymes; the stop codon downstream of
mCherry prevents yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) expression. peGFPN1-Perilipin was obtained from Hans Heid (German Cancer Research
Center, Heidelberg, Germany). The plasmid pmCherry-KDEL was kindly
provided by Gia Voeltz (University of Colorado).
In vitro transcription and electroporation. Plasmid DNA (10 g)
was linearized with SmaI (NEB, Frankfurt/Main, Germany) at the 3= end
of the respective cDNA and subsequently purified by phenol-chloroform
extraction and ethanol precipitation. RNA transcripts were synthesized
with the MAXIscript SP6 and T7 kits (Ambion, Austin, TX), followed by
DNase I digestion according to the protocol of the manufacturer. The
yield of RNA was determined by quantification with the Quant-iT RNA
assay kit and the Qubit fluorometer (Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, Germany).
The quality of RNA was further confirmed by agarose gel electrophoresis.
For RNA electroporation, confluent MDBK cells from a 10-cm dish were
trypsinized, washed, resuspended in 0.4 ml of 1⫻ phosphate-buffered saline
(PBS; Accugene, Lonza, Hessisch Oldendorf, Germany), and mixed with 1 g
of in vitro-transcribed RNA immediately before the pulsing step (2-mm gap
cuvette, 950 F, 180 V). The electroporation was performed with a Gene
Pulser Xcell (Bio-Rad, Munich, Germany). The electroporated cells were resuspended in 0.6 ml of medium containing 10% horse serum, and this cell
suspension was then seeded immediately postelectroporation (pe). At the
indicated time points, cells were processed for Renilla luciferase assay or immunofluorescence assay, or supernatants were used for determination of viral
yields after electroporation. For live cell imaging, RNA transcripts (5 g) were
electroporated alone or together with peGFP-N1-Perilipin (5 g) into
MDBK cells (2-mm gap cuvette, 950 F, 180 V). pNS5A-mCherry (5 g) was
always electroporated individually. Fluorescence was detected at 18 h pe for
the DI-388 wild type (WT), at 24 h pe for pNS5A-mCherry, and at 48 h pe for
DI-388mCherry.
Isolation and quantification of intracellular and released BVDV
RNA. To quantify intracellular BVDV RNA, total cellular RNA was prepared from 1 ⫻ 106 electroporated MDBK cells at 30 and 48 h pe using the
RNeasy mini kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) according to the instructions
of the manufacturer and dissolved in 30 l RNase-free double-distilled
H2O (ddH2O). For the quantification of BVDV genome release, total
RNA was isolated from 140 l clarified cell culture supernatant of a total
of 2 ml supernatant using a QIAamp viral RNA mini kit (Qiagen, Hilden,
Germany) by following the instructions of the manufacturer and diluted
in 60 l RNase-free ddH2O. cDNA synthesis was performed at 53°C using
SuperScript III reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) with a 1/3
volume of extracted total intracellular or 1/6 volume of the extracted total
released RNA. Quantitative reverse transcription-PCRs (qRT-PCRs) were
performed using a Maxima probe/ROX qPCR master mix (Fisher Scientific, Schwerte, Germany) and run with an iCycler iQ real-time PCR detection system (Bio-Rad, Munich, Germany) on the absolute quantification setting according to the manufacturer’s instructions. To quantify
viral genomic BVDV RNA in electroporated MDBK cells, the BVDV-1specific probe pvtaq01 (6-carboxyfluorescein-ACAGTCTGATAGGATG
CTGCAGAGGCCC-6-carboxytetramethylrhodamine) and the primer
pair pv02 (GTGGACGAGGGCATGCC)-pv03R (TCCATGTGCCATGT
ACAGCAG) were used (54).
Nucleotide sequencing. A DNA sequencing service from Qiagen or
LGC Sequencing Services (Berlin, Germany) was used. Sequences were
further analyzed by using Vector NTI software (Invitrogen, Karlsruhe,
Germany).
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ligated into pBluescript II KS(⫹) (Agilent Technologies, Waldbronn,
Germany) cleaved with the same enzymes. All NS5A deletion mutations
derived from the pKS(⫹)Sal-NS5A-Cla plasmids were ligated into pDI388, pBici-388, pT7-DI-388, and pCP7-388 plasmids via SalI and ClaI
restriction sites to obtain either the final monocistronic or bicistronic
replicon plasmids or the pCP7-388 full-length cDNA constructs. A list of
the sequences of the primers used for QuikChange mutagenesis is available upon request.
The NS5A deletion 258-337 was generated as follows. The region encoding BVDV sequence from positions 7766 to 9248 (numbering refers to
the BVDV CP7 genome sequence and includes the C-terminal half of the
NS4B coding sequence and the first 257 amino acids [aa] of NS5A) was
amplified with the primers BVDV Sal-NS5A-AS258 forward (fwd) (5=-G
TCGACCTGGTTGTTTATTATGT GATCAATAAGCCCTCC-3=) and
BVDV Sal-NS5A-AS258 reverse (rev) (5=-GCTAGCAGATCCGGTGAC
CACTCTCTCTCCTAGTACTGGTTTTATAGTCCC-3=). Underlined
sequences in the fwd and rev primers indicate the SalI and NheI restriction
sites, respectively. The boldface sequence in the rev primer depicts the
sequence for glycine and serine amino acid codons which were introduced
as a linker sequence following NS5A amino acid 257. To amplify BVDV
region 9488-11099 (numbering refers to the BVDV CP7 genome and
covers the C-terminal NS5A region starting with amino acid 338 and the
first 378 aa of the NS5B coding region), the primers BVDV AS337-NS5ACla fwd (5=-GCTAGCGGTTCAAGGCCCTTTGTTCTAGTCCTGGGCT
CAAAAAATTCTATG-3=) and BVDV AS337-NS5A-Cla rev (5=-TATCG
ATGAATTTGTGCCACTCTTTCCTGTAGTAATATTTTTG-3=) were
used. Underlined sequences in the fwd primer and in the rev primer indicate the NheI and ClaI restriction sites, respectively. The boldface sequence in the fwd primer depicts the sequence for additional glycine and
serine amino acid codons, which were introduced as a linker sequence
preceding NS5A amino acid 338. The PCR products were cloned into
pGEM-T vector (Promega, Madison, WI), resulting in pGEM-T BVDV
Sal-NS5A-AS258 and pGEM-T BVDV AS337-NS5A-Cla, respectively.
For the generation of pDI-388 NS5A ⌬258-337, a three-fragment ligation
was performed. The fragments were (i) fragment Sal-NS5A-AS258, obtained from pGEM-T BVDV Sal-NS5A-AS258 via SalI and NheI, (ii) fragment AS337-NS5A-Cla, generated by NheI and ClaI restriction, and (iii)
the vector fragment (originating from pBVDV DI-388 cleaved with SalI
and ClaI). For the generation of pBVDV Bici-388 ⌬258-337, pBVDV Bici388 was cleaved with SalI and ClaI and used for the ligation reaction. The
resulting plasmids encode an NS5A variant with a deletion spanning aa
258 to 337; NS5A aa 257 and 338 are connected via a Gly-Ser-Ala-Ser-GlySer linker.
The mCherry coding sequence was amplified from pcDNAmCherry
using the primers Mlu-mCherry sense (5=-ACGCGTTTGAGCAAGGGC
GAGGAGGATAAC-3=; underlined sequence indicates the MluI restriction site) and Asc-mCherry antisense (5=-GGCGCGCCCTTGTACAGCT
CGTCGTCCAT-3=; the underlined sequence indicates the AscI
restriction site), and the PCR product was ligated into the pGEM-T vector
(Promega, Mannheim, Germany), resulting in pGEM-T-Mlu-mCherryAsc. The plasmid pKS(⫹)Sal-NS5A-mCherry-Cla is based upon
pKS(⫹)Sal-NS5A-Cla and was generated as follows. First, MluI and AscI
sites were introduced into pKS(⫹)Sal-NS5A-Cla via two consecutive
QuikChange in vitro mutagenesis reactions using primers NS5A Mlu QC
sense (5=-GTTGGTAGGGCAGCCTTAATGACGCGTGGTACTACACCC
GTAGTCG-3=) and NS5A Asc QC sense (5=-CGACAGGTACTACACCCGT
AGTCGGCGCGCCAGAGCCCAATGCTGATGGTCC-3=), where the underlined sequence represents the MluI and AscI restriction sites, resulting in
pKS(⫹)Sal-Mlu/NS5A/Asc-Cla. Second, the mCherry coding sequence was
excised from pGEM-T-Mlu-mCherry-Asc with MluI and AscI restriction enzymes and was introduced into pKS(⫹)Sal-Mlu/NS5A/Asc-Cla via the same
sites in frame into the NS5A coding sequence downstream of codon 288,
replacing NS5A codons 289 to 297 and resulting in pKS(⫹)Sal-NS5AmCherry-Cla. To generate the plasmid pT7-DI-388mCherry, pKS(⫹)SalNS5A-mCherry-Cla was digested with SalI and ClaI restriction enzymes, and

Characterization of BVDV NS5A

RESULTS

Domain I of BVDV NS5A has been shown to encompass an amphipathic helix serving as a membrane anchor and a Zn-binding
site, which is essential for viral RNA replication (16). For the remainder of this protein, neither the domain structure nor the
functional relevance for RNA replication and virion morphogenesis has been determined in detail.
The NS5A proteins of BVDV and HCV share a low sequence
identity of about 15% (data not shown). Therefore, it was not
possible to delineate the domain structure of BVDV NS5A by a
sequence alignment using HCV NS5A as the template. Consequently, we performed an in silico analysis of the BVDV NS5A
protein sequence by applying several secondary structure prediction programs. With the aim to develop a domain organization
model of BVDV NS5A, we used the program SEG, an algorithm
that predicts repetitive low-complexity sequences in proteins, to
identify the interdomain boundaries connecting the putative domains of BVDV NS5A. With this program, two potential LCSs
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were identified in NS5A, designated LCS I (residues 249 to 282)
and LCS II (residues 428 to 437) (Fig. 1B). According to this prediction, BVDV NS5A is composed of three domains (domains I,
II, and III) (Fig. 1B) interconnected by LCS I and II, comparable to
HCV NS5A.
To study the functional relevance of domains II and III of
BVDV NS5A, 24 colinear deletion mutants were generated such
that they spanned amino acids 248 to 488 of the NS5A protein.
Domain I of NS5A was not included in this study, since it was
previously shown to be essential for RNA replication (16). Amino
acids 489 to 496 were not analyzed in order to avoid interference
of the polyprotein processing at the NS5A/NS5B junction. To test
the effect of these mutations on RNA replication, the individual
deletions were introduced into the BVDV replicon DI-388 encoding Npro followed by NS3 to NS5B (Fig. 1A). This replicon is based
on the natural BVDV isolate DI9 and replicates with high efficiency (5, 61). The different DI-388 RNAs were electroporated
into MDBK cells, and detection of NS3 via an immunofluorescence assay (IF) was used to monitor viral RNA replication at 20 h
postelectroporation (pe). Wild-type (WT) DI-388 and a derivative with an inactivating mutation in the RdRp domain of NS5B
(DI-388/GAA) were used as positive and negative controls, respectively. The WT replicon replicated efficiently, as indicated by
the induction of a severe cytopathic effect (CPE) beginning at 16 h
pe (Fig. 2 and data not shown), while no RNA replication was
detectable in cells electroporated with the DI-388/GAA replicon
RNA, as expected (Fig. 2, compare WT and GAA). In the context
of this system, replicon RNAs with 10-aa deletions in the NS5A
regions spanning aa 248 to 337 as well as aa 438 to 488 were
capable of RNA replication, as visualized by the NS3-specific IF
assay at 20 h pe, while deletions of aa 338 to 437 prevented detectable RNA replication (Fig. 2). Interestingly, the viable NS5A deletions did affect viral RNA replication to different degrees; while
deletions spanning aa 258 to 337 allowed for robust RNA replication, the replicon RNAs with NS5A deletions of aa 248 to 257 and
438 to 488 replicated less efficiently, reflected by lower fluorescence intensities in the IF assay.
In order to estimate the relative RNA replication capacities of
the individual NS5A deletion variants quantitatively, each of the
mutations was introduced into the bicistronic replicon Bici-388
RLuc NS3-3= expressing RLuc downstream of Npro. In this replicon, Npro and RLuc are translated under the control of the BVDV
IRES, while translation of the viral nonstructural proteins NS3 to
NS5B is initiated from an EMCV IRES located downstream of the
stop codon of the RLuc gene (Fig. 1A). The individual Bici-388
RLuc NS3-3= replicon RNAs were electroporated into MDBK
cells. Cell extracts were analyzed for RLuc activity at 2, 24, and 30
h pe (Fig. 3) and expression of NS3 by IF at 48 h pe (data not
shown). The 2-h value was representative of both RNA electroporation efficiency and input translation of the individual bicistronic
replicon RNAs. The RLuc activity in cells was about a factor of 100
above that of the mock control at 2 h pe. In lysates of cells electroporated with the wild-type replicon, the RLuc activity was similar
to that obtained from cells harboring the replication-deficient derivative Bici-388 RLuc NS3-3= GAA RNA (Fig. 3A). This observation confirmed that in the first 2 h after electroporation, RLuc
activity is exclusively produced by translation of the electroporated input bicistronic replicon RNAs. The RLuc activities obtained at 2 h pe confirmed that comparable electroporation efficiencies were achieved for all Bici-388 RLuc NS3-3= derivatives. At
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Vaccinia virus infection, DNA transfection, and transient protein
expression. A total of 2 ⫻ 106 Huh7-T7 cells per 3.5-cm tissue culture
dish were infected with MVA-T7pol at a multiplicity of infection (MOI)
of 2 in 1 ml culture medium lacking serum and antibiotics for 1 h at 37°C.
For transfection of pT7-DI-388 plasmid DNA (4 g), Superfect reagent
was applied (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) according to the manufacturer’s
standard protocol.
SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting. Proteins were separated in polyacrylamide-Tricine gels (8, 10, or 12% polyacrylamide) (55). After SDSPAGE, proteins were transferred onto nitrocellulose membrane (Pall,
Pensacola, FL). The membrane was blocked with 5% (wt/vol) dried skim
milk in phosphate-buffered saline with 0.05% (vol/vol) Tween 20 (Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, Germany). For antigen detection, peroxidase-coupled
species-specific secondary antibodies and Western Lightning chemiluminescence reagent plus (PerkinElmer, Boston, MA) were applied.
BVDV infection and virus titration. Supernatants of electroporated
cells were filtered using a 0.2-m cellulose filter (Sartorius, Göttingen, Germany). Infection with BVDV was carried out as described previously for 1 h at
37°C (56). Endpoint titration was performed in three replicates on MDBK
cells. Virus detection occurred after 72 h by indirect immunofluorescence
analysis (IF) using MAb 8.12.7 directed against NS3 of BVDV and a secondary
cyanogen-3-labeled antibody as described previously (56).
Immunofluorescence assay and confocal microscopy. MDBK cells
were seeded into 6-well plates containing glass coverslips (diameter, 25
mm). They were infected with recombinant BVDV-1 CP7 derived from
pCP7-388 at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 2. Forty-eight h postinfection (pi), cells were fixed by 4% paraformaldehyde for 20 min at 4°C.
Afterwards, cells were permeabilized by 0.5% (wt/vol) N-octylglucopyranoside in PBS for 7 min at room temperature. The mouse anti-BVDV
NS5A (diluted 1:3 in PBS) or anti-BVDV NS3 (diluted 1:40 in 1⫻ PBS,
0.05% Tween 20) antibody served as the primary antibody. Goat antimouse IgG conjugated with Cy3 was used at 1:1,000 and served as the
secondary antibody. Images were obtained with a Zeiss Axio Observer.Z1
fluorescence microscope (Zeiss, Göttingen, Germany). Live cell imaging
was performed on cells electroporated with BVDV DI-388mCherry RNA
or pNS5A-mCherry DNA without fixation and immunostaining. Lipid
droplets were stained with Bodipy 493/503 (4,4-difluoro-1,3,5,7,8-pentamethyl-4-bora-3a,4a-diaza-s-indacene; Invitrogen Molecular Probes).
Imaging of fixed samples and live cell imaging was performed using a
Nikon Ti Eclipse-based spinning disk confocal microscope as described in
detail by Willett et al. (57). Line plots were generated using the RGB
profiler plug-in of Image J (58).
Protein secondary structure prediction. The program SEG was used
to identify potential LCSs within NS5A (59). Secondary structure predictions were performed using the JPRED server (60).
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is a monocistronic replicon RNA with the Npro coding sequence directly fused to NS3 to generate the authentic N terminus of NS3. BVDV Bici-388 RLuc NS3-3=
is a bicistronic RNA replicon, with ORF1 comprising the Npro coding sequence fused to the Renilla luciferase sequence (black box) and the BVDV proteins NS3
to NS5B encoded by ORF2 downstream of the EMCV IRES. In BVDV Bici-388 RLuc NS2-3=, the BVDV proteins NS2 to NS5B are encoded by ORF2 downstream
of the EMCV IRES. The 5= and 3= UTRs are shown as black lines, and the polyprotein cleavage products are indicated by light gray boxes. (B) Schematic
representation of the BVDV NS5A protein. BVDV NS5A has been predicted to be composed of three putative domains (dark gray boxes; domains I, II, and III)
connected by low complexity sequences (small light gray boxes; marked LCS I and II). The amino-terminal amphipathic helix membrane anchor is shown as a
black box (Helix). The black box at the C terminus of NS5A represents amino acid residues 489 to 496, which were not included in the deletion mutagenesis. The
zinc-binding site with the four conserved cysteine residues (black bars; C34, C57, C59 and C84) is indicated in domain I. The amino (N) and carboxyl (C) termini
of NS5A are marked. All numbers refer to the amino acid numbering of BVDV CP7 NS5A, with the amino terminus of the mature protein set as amino acid 1.
The approximate positions of deletions introduced into BVDV NS5A are shown as black brackets below the domain organization representation. Numbers above
each bracket define the amino acids deleted. The dotted lines mark the N- and C-terminal borders of the deletion mutagenesis set.

24 h pe, the RLuc activity derived from cells containing Bici-388
RLuc NS3-3= WT RNA was about 100-fold higher than the RLuc
activity in cells electroporated with the nonreplicating replicon
Bici-388 RLuc NS3-3= GAA RNA, indicating active RNA replication. At 24 h pe, elevated RLuc activity compared to that of the
Bici-388 RLuc NS3-3= GAA RNA control was observed only in
lysates of cells electroporated with replicon RNAs harboring deletions in the NS5A region spanning amino acids 258 to 337. For all
of these replicon RNAs, a further increase in the RLuc activity was
detectable at 30 h pe, confirming the replication competence of
these mutants. Compared to the 24-h value, a decrease in the RLuc
activity was observed in cells electroporated with the Bici-388
RLuc NS3-3= WT RNA, implying the induction of a cytopathic
effect (compare Fig. 3B and C). For cells containing Bici-388 RLuc
NS3-3= NS5A⌬248-257, the initial decrease of RLuc activity at 24
h pe compared to the 2-h value was followed by a significant increase between 24 and 30 h pe. In contrast, in lysates of cells electroporated with the bicistronic replicons harboring deletions of
NS5A amino acids 338 to 347 to amino acids 479 to 488, no increase in RLuc activity was detectable at 24 or 30 h pe compared to
the respective 2-h values, indicating that these RNAs are replication deficient (Fig. 3).
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Interestingly, some NS5A deletions (438-447, 448-457, 458467, 468-478, and 479-488), while being tolerated in the context of
the efficient monocistronic DI-388 replicon RNA, did not allow
for viral replication in the context of the less efficient bicistronic
Bici-388 RLuc NS3-3= replicon. In agreement with the results obtained by the RLuc assay, the IF analysis of cells electroporated
with Bici-388 RLuc NS3-3= NS5A⌬248-257 also showed only
weak NS3 signals, while a robust NS3 expression was observed for
Bici-388 RLuc NS3-3= derivatives with deletions in the NS5A region of aa 258 to 337 (data not shown). Again, in agreement with
the RLuc data obtained, all bicistronic replicons with NS5A deletions between aa 338 and 488 failed to produce any IF-detectable
NS3 expression at 48 h pe (data not shown), further supporting
the observation that these bicistronic replicon RNAs are not capable of replication. This demonstrates that the RLuc- and IF-based
assays delivered congruent results for the bicistronic NS5A mutants. To address the question of whether the deletions tolerated
individually can be combined to produce a minimal NS5A protein
that remains viable, we introduced a larger deletion spanning
amino acids 258 to 337 into the NS5A protein and tested if this
NS5A protein is able to support viral RNA replication. A mono- as
well as a bicistronic replicon harboring the 258-337 deletion failed
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FIG 1 (A) Schematic organization of BVDV RNAs used in this study. BVDV CP7 represents the full-length genomic RNA of BVDV-1 strain CP7. BVDV DI-388

Characterization of BVDV NS5A

to replicate detectably when electroporated into MDBK cells even
at 48 h pe, while replicons with deletions of either aa 258 to 267 or
328 to 337 did replicate after 24 and 48 h pe (data not shown).
NS5A deletion mutants that inhibit RNA replication do not
disrupt polyprotein processing. Most of the NS5A deletion mutations tested were deleterious with regard to viral RNA replication. One explanation, besides a critical effect of the deletions
on NS5A function in the RNA replication complex, could be
aberrant polyprotein processing or reduced NS5A stability due
to an altered NS5A protein structure. To clarify these aspects,
the entire pDI-388 series of cDNA constructs was cloned under
the control of a T7-RNA polymerase promoter to allow expression of the viral polyproteins independently of their ability to
support RNA replication. To this end, Huh7-T7 cells were first
infected by vaccinia virus MVA T7-pol, subsequently trans-
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fected with the individual pT7-DI-388 plasmids, and then incubated for 18 h at 37°C to express the viral replicase proteins
in a replication-independent manner. Cell lysates were analyzed by Western blotting by applying MAbs specific for NS3,
NS4A, NS5A, and NS5B. Lysates of cells transfected with pT7DI-388/WT and pT7-DI-388/GAA served as controls. All NS5A
deletion mutants showed polyprotein processing unaltered
from that of wild-type or GAA controls (Fig. 4A). Some of the
mutant NS5A proteins exhibited slightly lower expression levels than the WT NS5A (Fig. 4A, compare WT to 338-347 or
358-367). This observation suggests that these deletions affect
the stability of the protein; however, a pulse-chase analysis
would be required to confirm this hypothesis.
Taken together, these data demonstrate that the inability of the
NS5A mutants with deletions of regions 338-347 to 479-488 to
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FIG 2 Analysis of replication phenotypes of BVDV DI-388 replicon RNAs bearing deletions in NS5A. (A) BVDV DI-388 replicon RNAs were electroporated into
MDBK cells as described in Materials and Methods. At 20 h pe, cells were fixed and probed with an NS3-specific antibody to assess RNA replication (top rows, NS3) by
indirect immunofluorescence using a Cy3-labeled secondary antibody. The nuclei were visualized by DAPI staining (bottom rows, DAPI). The wild-type (WT), the
replication-deficient GAA, and the NS5A mutant DI-388 RNAs indicated above the individual pictures were analyzed. The non-replication-competent DI-388 GAA
RNA harbors a lethal mutation in the NS5B RNA-dependent RNA polymerase and served as a negative control. (B) Deletions indicated with solid black brackets (⫹)
allow for BVDV RNA replication in the context of the DI-388 replicon. Deletions labeled with light gray brackets (⫺) are not viable in the BVDV replicon system. The
designations for NS5A are described in the legend to Fig. 1B. The results are representative of three independent RNA transcription/electroporation experiments.
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support detectable viral RNA replication in the context of bicistronic replicons did not correlate with an obvious defect in polyprotein processing. Another reason for the observed replication
phenotypes of the NS5A mutants could be aberrant intracellular
localization/folding. To address this possibility, we used the same
Huh7-T7 system and observed that membrane association of
NS5A mutants was retained. In contrast to the wild type, we observed for the replication-deficient NS5A mutants a clustering of
this protein to different degrees (Fig. 4B, compare 358-367 and
348-357 to the wild type, and data not shown), suggesting aberrant protein folding.
Effect of the NS5A deletions on virion morphogenesis. The
results obtained so far indicated that NS5A mutants with deletions
located within amino acids 248 to 337 of NS5A support viral RNA
replication in the context of bicistronic Bici-388 RLuc NS3-3= rep-

licon RNAs, albeit with various efficiencies. We next investigated
if these deletions in NS5A were tolerated in the context of the
full-length infectious cDNA clone pCP7-388 with regard to genome replication and the production of infectious virus particles.
Consequently, the nine individual NS5A deletions (248-257 to
328-337) were introduced into the full-length infectious pCP7388 cDNA. The transcripts of pCP7-388/WT and its replicationdeficient derivative pCP7-388/GAA served as controls. The in
vitro-transcribed RNAs were electroporated into MDBK cells and
assayed at 48 h pe for viral RNA replication by NS3-specific IF. In
MDBK cells electroporated with genome-length transcripts coding for NS5A mutants with 10-aa deletions in the region of aa 258
to 337, NS3 expression was detectable; thus, these NS5A mutants
support viral genome replication. However, cells electroporated
with CP7-388/NS5A⌬248-257 RNA showed an extremely low

FIG 3 Quantitation of RNA replication of bicistronic BVDV replicon NS5A derivatives. (A to C) MDBK cells were electroporated with bicistronic BVDV
Bici-388 RLuc NS3-3= RNAs and harvested into lysis buffer at 2, 24, and 30 h pe. Replication kinetics of the bicistronic RNAs were determined by Renilla luciferase
activity in cell lysates at the time points indicated. Values for each time point, determined in triplicates, with corresponding standard deviations are shown in
separate diagrams. Data are representative of two independent transcription/electroporation experiments. WT, BVDV Bici-388 RLuc NS3-3= WT; GAA, BVDV
Bici-388 RLuc NS3-3= GAA; RLU, relative light units. The individual NS5A deletions in the BVDV Bici-388 RLuc NS3-3= RNAs are specified by the x axis
designations. Polymerase-defective RNA Bici-388 RLuc NS3-3= GAA served as a negative control.
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FIG 4 Effects of NS5A deletions on intracellular protein expression, localization, and proteolytic processing. The NS3-5B polyprotein was expressed from pT7-DI388/WT or derivatives in Huh7-T7 cells using an MVA-T7 expression system. Huh7-T7 cells infected with MVA-T7pol vaccinia virus for 1 h were transfected with the
DNAs indicated. The cells were incubated for 18 h at 37°C and subsequently processed for Western blot analysis (A) or immunofluorescence (B). (A) The cell lysates were
separated by SDS-PAGE and analyzed by Western blotting using specific antibodies directed against NS3, NS4A, NS5A, and NS5B, respectively. WT, pT7 BVDV
DI-388/WT; GAA, pT7 BVDV DI-388/GAA; ⌬248-257 through ⌬479-488, pT7 BVDV DI-388/NS5A mutants. Mock refers to cell lysates infected with MVA-T7 and
transfected with empty pCITE2A vector control. The positions of the NS proteins are indicated on the right. The molecular mass standard is given on the left. (B) For
immunofluorescence, cells were stained with the anti-NS5A monoclonal antibody. Images were taken by confocal microscopy.
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the wild-type replicon RNA at the 48-h time point was compromised (Fig. 5D). The bicistronic NS2-3= replicon with the 248-257
deletion did not replicate detectably at both time points, confirming the IF results after 48 h pe and very low titers detectable after 72
h pi (Fig. 5B, C, and D).
Overall, we observed a good correlation between replication
efficiencies of these replicons and the obtained titers of the corresponding CP7 mutants, indicating that the low virus titers originate mainly from defects of the viral RNA replication process.
However, we cannot rule out that certain deletions affect specific
NS5A function(s) in the virus assembly process, thereby contributing to the low virus titers detected.
Furthermore, we tested whether the NS5A mutants that are
severely impaired in RNA replication alter the secretion of viral
RNA into supernatants of infected cells, e.g., whether these mutants release large quantities of noninfectious virus particles. To
this end, we determined the amount of intracellular and extracellular viral RNA 30 and 48 h pe of the BVDV CP7 RNAs carrying
NS5A deletion 258-267 or 298-307 and compared those values to
the ones obtained with the CP7-388/WT RNA. We observed a
strong correlation of intracellular and extracellular viral RNA levels with infectious titers, i.e., both mutants that showed reduced
infectious titers by 2 logs or more compared to the WT also exhibit
1.5 to 2 logs or more decreased RNA quantities of intra- and extracellular viral RNA compared to the CP7-388/WT RNA (Fig. 6).
Accordingly, none of the tested mutants showed a specific alteration in the relative amounts of secreted viral RNA. These results
suggest that these NS5A mutations cause a defect upstream of the
infectious virus particle release.
Establishment of a functional BVDV replicon expressing a
fluorescent NS5A-mCherry protein. The results obtained demonstrated that monocistronic replicons with deletions in LCS I of
NS5A still displayed rather robust RNA replication. Therefore, we
inserted the gene coding for the mCherry fluorescent protein into
the center of LCS I (Fig. 7A). In live cell microscopy, cells transfected with pT7-DI-388mCherry displayed NS5A-mCherry fluorescence (Fig. 7B). To check processing of the NS5A-mCherry
fusion protein in the context of the polyprotein, vaccinia virus
MVA-T7pol-based expression was performed in Huh7-T7 cells
using plasmids pT7-DI-388/WT, pT7-DI-388/NS5A⌬288-297,
and pT7-DI-388mCherry. In lysates of cells transfected with pT7DI-388mCherry, Western blot analysis using a MAb directed
against BVDV NS5A detected the NS5A-mCherry fusion protein
at its expected molecular mass of approximately 80 kDa. The unmodified NS5A protein of approximately 55 kDa was detected
only in pT7-DI-388/WT- and pT7-DI-388/NS5A⌬288-297transfected cells (Fig. 7C). In addition, correctly processed NS3
and NS4A proteins were detected in cells transfected with all plasmids, including pT7-DI-388mCherry (Fig. 7C). According to this
analysis, the insertion of mCherry into NS5A does not affect the
processing of the viral polyprotein.
Based on this promising result, DI-388mCherry replicon RNA
was in vitro transcribed and electroporated into MDBK cells,
followed by immunofluorescence microscopy to monitor viral
RNA replication and NS5A-mCherry expression. The detection of
NS3-positive cells by indirect immunofluorescence microscopy
using Alexa Fluor 488-labeled secondary antibodies at 48 h pe
confirmed that the DI-388mCherry/WT RNA is capable of autonomous replication (Fig. 7D). Further analysis revealed that the
NS3-positive cells were also positive for NS5A-mCherry expres-
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replication level indicated by very weak NS3 expression (Fig. 5A).
In conclusion, the replication phenotypes of the individual CP7388 NS5A mutants correlated well with replication capabilities of
the NS5A mutants determined in the Bici-388 RLuc NS3-3= system.
Cell culture supernatants of electroporated cells were harvested at 48 h pe and used to inoculate naive cells to determine the
capability of the individual CP7-388 NS5A mutants to produce
infectious virus particles. The production of infectious virus was
determined via NS3-specific IF assay 72 h pi. Supernatants from
cells electroporated with CP7-388 derivatives encoding NS5A mutants with deletions spanning aa 258 to 337 contained infectious
BVDV particles, as indicated by the appearance of NS3-positive
foci of infected cells. In contrast, no infectious virions could be
detected in the supernatants of cells that had been electroporated
with CP7-388/NS5A⌬248-257 RNA. To quantify the infectious
particle formation capacity of these mutants, the supernatants of
electroporated cells were titrated as described in Materials and
Methods. Analysis of the amount of released infectious virus revealed a broad correlation with the observed replication phenotype (Fig. 5A and B): CP7-388 NS5A mutants 258-337 showed a
drastic reduction in the production of infectious virus compared
to CP7-388/WT (Fig. 5C). In conclusion, the obtained data show
that CP7-388 derivatives encoding NS5A mutants with deletions
spanning residues 258 to 337 are capable of producing infectious
particles, but they do so at severely reduced titers. These observations support the conclusion that the decrease in produced virus
titers for all tested viable NS5A mutations originates from inefficient viral RNA replication rather than from a specific disruption
of virus assembly and/or virus release (Fig. 3B and C and 5C). This
is best exemplified by the failure of CP7-388/NS5A⌬248-257 RNA
to produce detectable amounts of virus particles. Along these
lines, titer determination after an infection with a defined MOI of
0.05 further corroborated the observed reduction in the infectious
particle production for all mutants tested. However, due to the
very low titers obtained, titer determination was experimentally
challenging (data not shown).
The fact that all viable NS5A deletion mutants (258-267 to
328-337) are somewhat impaired with respect to viral RNA replication (10- to 100-fold lower than the WT; Fig. 3B) makes it difficult to judge if the reduction in viral titers stemmed exclusively
from the lower RNA replication efficiencies of the mutant viral
replicase or whether RNA replication-independent effects on virion morphogenesis also contribute to the very low virus titers. To
address this question, the quantification of viral RNA replication
of full-length viral genomes would be necessary without the contributions of viral spread. Therefore, we introduced all viable
NS5A deletions into a bicistronic BVDV RLuc-NS2-3= RNA replicon. This NS2-3= replicon RNA mimics the viral RNA replication
phenotype of full-length viral genomes while avoiding viral spread
due to the temporal regulation of the NS2-3 cleavage and the lack
of the structural proteins. The NS2-3= replicons harboring NS5A
deletions 258-267 to 328-337 replicated 50- to 100-fold less efficiently than wild-type Bici-388 RLuc NS2-3= at 24 h pe (Fig. 5D).
After 48 h pe, the mutant replicon RNAs with NS5A deletions
258-267 to 328-337 showed a further increase in luciferase activity, while the RLuc activity in cells electroporated with the wildtype bicistronic replicon declined compared to the 24-h value,
most likely due to the induced severe CPE. Therefore, comparison
of the replication efficiencies of mutant replicon RNAs to that of
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FIG 5 Impact of different NS5A mutations on BVDV production. (A) BVDV CP7-388 RNAs electroporated into MDBK cells are indicated above each IF image.
Cells were fixed 24 and 48 h pe and analyzed for RNA replication by the NS3-specific IF assay (top rows, NS3). Nuclei were counterstained with DAPI (bottom
rows, DAPI). (B) Supernatants from electroporated cells were harvested 48 h pe and used for inoculation of naive MDBK cells. The presence of infectious BVDV
in the supernatant was determined at 72 h postinfection by NS3-specific immunofluorescence (top row, NS3). Nuclei of cells were stained with DAPI (bottom
row, DAPI). (C) In parallel, infectivity of the supernatants of electroporated cells 48 h pe was determined as the 50% tissue culture infectious dose (TCID50) at
72 h postinfection. Values of viral titers shown represent the means from two independent experiments, each measured in duplicate. (D) MDBK cells were
electroporated with bicistronic BVDV Bici-388 RLuc NS2-3= RNAs and harvested into lysis buffer at 2, 24, and 48 h pe. Replication kinetics of the bicistronic
RNAs were determined by Renilla luciferase activity in cell lysates at the time points indicated. Values for each time point, determined in triplicates, with
corresponding standard deviations are shown. Data are representative of two independent transcription/electroporation experiments. WT, BVDV Bici-388 RLuc
NS3-3= WT; GAA, BVDV Bici-388 RLuc NS3-3= GAA; RLU, relative light units. The individual NS5A deletions in the BVDV Bici-388 RLuc NS2-3= RNAs are
specified by the x axis designations. Polymerase-defective RNA Bici-388 RLuc NS2-3=/GAA served as a negative control.
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sion, as determined by fluorescence microscopy (Fig. 7D). Upon
electroporation of the corresponding replication-deficient DI388mCherry/GAA replicon RNA, no NS5A-mCherry fluorescence was detected (data not shown). This observation demonstrates that the NS5A-mCherry protein is functional in viral RNA
replication; thus, it can be used to visualize BVDV RNA replication complexes by live cell imaging.
The insertion of other sequences into the center of LCS I
yielded mixed results: while the insertion of a small sequence coding for the StrepII tag in the DI-388 replicon RNA allowed for viral
RNA replication at rates similar to those of the wild type, the
replacement of the mCherry coding sequence with that coding for
the GFP in this replicon further decreased the replication efficiency compared to the DI-388mCherry replicon (data not
shown). Further attempts to insert the mCherry coding sequence
into the C-terminal region of domain III (e.g., replacing NS5A
amino acids 479 to 488) failed to produce a viable replicon (data
not shown).
BVDV NS5A localizes to lipid droplets. In cells electroporated
with DI-388mCherry replicon RNA, we observed that a fraction of
NS5A-mCherry formed ring-like structures that resembled nonadipocyte lipid droplets (LDs) based on their size of less than 1 m
in diameter (62). Previously, it has been shown that HCV NS5A
gets recruited to LD structures (38). As Perilipin is a cellular protein residing at the surface of LDs (63), ectopic expression of
eGFP-Perilipin was used to characterize the ring-like structures
stained by NS5A-mCherry. To this end, MDBK cells were electroporated with DI-388mCherry replicon RNA and peGFP-N1-Perilipin. Live cell imaging analysis demonstrated a colocalization of
eGFP-Perilipin with a fraction of NS5A-mCherry (Fig. 8A, top
row). This finding could be corroborated by costaining MDBK
cells replicating the DI-388mCherry RNA with the LD-specific
dye Bodipy 493/503 (Fig. 8A, bottom row). Since NS5A is a known
component of the viral replicase, we asked if other viral NS proteins were also localized to the surface of LD. To address this
question, the DI-388mCherry replicating MDBK cells costained
with Bodipy 493/503 were counterstained with an anti-NS3 antibody. This experiment revealed that (i) a larger proportion of
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NS5A-mCherry than NS3 is found at the surface of LDs (Fig. 8A,
line plot, bottom row; compare the red and blue graphs near the
LD indicated by the green graph) and (ii) a significant fraction of
NS3 and NS5A-mCherry indeed colocalizes in cytoplasmic foci
not stained positive for LDs (Fig. 8A, bottom row, see line plot),
possibly representing viral replication complexes. However, further experiments are required to validate the latter assumption.
In a second approach, MDBK cells were first electroporated
with DI-388mCherry replicon RNA and subsequently counterstained with the LD-specific dye Bodipy 493/503 prior to live cell
microscopy 48 h pe. A fraction of BVDV NS5A-mCherry appeared to
reside on the surface of the LD structures stained by Bodipy 493/503
(Fig. 8Bi). Moreover, NS5A-mCherry was also found at membrane
structures in the periphery of the LDs (Fig. 8Bi).
In order to determine if expression of NS5A-mCherry alone
leads to the observed LD association in the absence of other viral
proteins, a pcDNA-NS5A-mCherry plasmid was electroporated
into MDBK cells, and the cellular localization of NS5A-mCherry
was monitored by live cell microscopy. The appearance of fluorescent ring-like structures upon NS5A-mCherry expression suggests that no additional viral proteins are required to target NS5AmCherry to the LDs (Fig. 8Bii).
To verify that the LD localization observed with NS5AmCherry was not artificially triggered by the mCherry insertion,
the cellular localization of authentic NS5A was analyzed in cells
that were either electroporated with DI-388 replicon RNA or infected with BVDV strain CP7. In these cells, NS5A was detected by
a BVDV NS5A-specific IF assay, along with counterstaining of
LDs by Bodipy 493/503. In accordance with the results obtained
by live cell imaging of NS5A-mCherry, a fraction of authentic
NS5A was found at the surface of LDs (Fig. 8B, compare i to ii and
iii to iv).
DISCUSSION

NS5A is a phosphoprotein with a structural Zn-binding site in its
N-terminal domain and serves essential, but not yet fully characterized, functions in RNA replication of BVDV (15–17). In this
study, we carried out a systematic reverse genetic analysis of the
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FIG 6 NS5A mutations do not alter the ratio of secreted viral RNA. MDBK cells were electroporated with wild-type or mutant CP7-388 RNAs, and intra- and
extracellular viral RNA amounts were analyzed by quantitative real-time RT-PCR at the time points indicated. WT, wild type; GAA, replication-defective NS5B
mutant; ⌬258-267 and ⌬298-307, CP7-388 NS5A deletion mutants. The experiment was performed in triplicates; results are depicted as mean values and
standard deviations. The amount of the intracellular BVDV RNA is given in ng/106 cells, and the amount of extracellular viral RNA is given as ng/ml supernatant.
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was introduced after amino acid 288 of NS5A (numbering refers to BVDV CP7 NS5A). The resulting organization of NS5A-mCherry is shown below. (B)
Visualization of fluorescent NS5A-mCherry. Huh7-T7 cells were infected with vaccinia virus MVA-T7pol and transfected with pT7-DI-388, pT7-DI-388⌬288297, or pT7-DI-388mCherry. Live cell images were acquired 24 h posttransfection. (C) NS5A-mCherry does not affect polyprotein processing. Transfected cells
used for live cell imaging were harvested 24 h posttransfection and analyzed for NS3, NS4A, and NS5A/NS5A-mCherry expression by Western blotting. (D) The
BVDV DI-388mCherry RNA is replication competent. MDBK cells electroporated with BVDV DI-388mCherry replicon RNA were fixed at 48 h pe. Cells were
stained with NS3-specific antibody and a secondary Alexa Fluor 488-labeled antibody (center). NS5A-mCherry was directly visualized by fluorescence microscopy (right). Nuclei were counterstained with DAPI (left).

C-terminal half of the NS5A protein to determine its functional
importance in the pestiviral life cycle. The minimal set of viral
proteins required for RNA replication of pestiviruses is the NS3 to
NS5B region of the polyprotein. It is also known that uncleaved
NS2-3 cannot substitute for NS3 in this process, and that generation of the authentic N terminus of NS3 is essential for RNA amplification. In the context of the viral full-length polyprotein, the
NS2 autoprotease, in conjunction with a cellular chaperone as its
cofactor, regulates the amount of free NS3 and thereby viral RNA
replication efficiency (54, 64, 65). Due to this mechanism and the
differences in genome size, full-length BVDV genomes replicate
with a significantly lower efficiency than DI-388 replicon RNA.
This difference is best exemplified by the observed onset of a CPE
in MDBK cells; while the full-length genome of the cytopathogenic BVDV strain CP7 causes a severe CPE around 48 h pe, cells
replicating the DI-388 replicon RNA start to develop a CPE as
early as 16 h pe. The bicistronic Bici-388 RLuc NS3-3= replicon
RNA replicates at an intermediate level in MDBK cells with CPE
detectable around 24 h pe (Fig. 3, compare the decrease in RLuc
activity for Bici-388 RLuc NS3-3= WT at the 24- and 30-h time
points). These differences in RNA replication efficiency are also
reflected in the results obtained in the NS5A deletion mutagenesis
study. While the deletions introduced in the NS5A region encom-
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passing aa 438 to 488 allowed for low-level RNA replication in the
context of the most efficient replicon, DI-388 (Fig. 2), no viral
RNA replication was detectable when the same set of deletions was
tested in the context of the Bici-388 RLuc NS3-3= replicon or the
full-length CP7-388 viral genome (Fig. 3 and data not shown). In
contrast, the deletions spanning the NS5A region of aa 258 to 337
were tolerated in the context of all three applied viral RNA species
and gave rise to intermediate levels of viral RNA replication and a
small but detectable amount of virion production (Fig. 2, 3, and
5). Deletion of NS5A amino acids 248 to 257 produced only a very
low level of RNA replication upon electroporation of the corresponding RNAs (Fig. 2, 3, and 5, compare 248-257 to 258-267),
suggesting that this region is in close proximity to the essential
domain I. In summary, the data presented provide a comprehensive functional map of the C-terminal half of BVDV NS5A with
respect to viral RNA replication and virion production. The results suggest that most of the putative LCS I, as well as the N-terminal part of the domain II between NS5A aa 258 and 337, is
essential for neither RNA replication nor virion morphogenesis.
However, we should stress that the ability of all of these deletion
mutants to replicate or to produce infectious virus is strongly reduced compared to the respective wild-type situations (Fig. 2, 3,
and 5). A specific block of viral RNA secretion into the superna-
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FIG 7 Establishment of a BVDV DI-388mCherry replicon. (A) Schematic representation of the BVDV DI-388mCherry replicon. The mCherry coding sequence
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cells were coelectroporated with BVDV DI-388mCherry RNA and peGFP-N1-Perilipin. Fluorescent proteins were visualized 48 h pe by confocal live cell imaging
as indicated (scale bar, 10 m). LD localization was visualized with the recognized LD marker eGFP-Perilipin (green). The line plot (right) shows intensity values
for both NS5A-mCherry (red graph) and eGFP-Perilipin (green graph) along the line drawn across the merged image. In the bottom row are confocal images of
MDBK cells electroporated with BVDV DI-388mCherry replicon RNA 48 h pe. NS5A-mCherry was directly visualized by fluorescence microscopy (red). LD
localization is indicated by Bodipy 493/503 (green). NS3 was visualized using an NS3-specific antibody and a secondary Alexa Fluor 647-labeled antibody (blue).
The line plot (right) shows intensity values for NS5A-mCherry (red graph), LDs (green graph), and NS3 (blue graph) along the line drawn across the merged
image. (B) Confocal microscopy-aided detection of NS5A-mCherry and NS5A at LDs within MDBK cells. NS5A was visualized with NS5A-mCherry fluorescence
via live cell imaging (i and ii) or by indirect immunofluorescence with an NS5A-specific monoclonal antibody and a Cy3-labeled secondary antibody (iii and iv).
LDs were stained with Bodipy 493/503 (green). The white box in each merged image indicates the enlarged section shown below. (i and ii) Live cell images of cells
electroporated with the replicon DI-388mCherry 48 h pe and of cells expressing NS5A-mCherry 24 h pe. (iii and iv) Immunofluorescence images of cells
containing DI-388, cells fixed 18 h pe, or CP7-388, cells fixed 48 h pi. (C) Confocal microscopy live cell image of MDBK cells, endoplasmic reticulum visualized
with mCherry-KDEL (red), and lipid droplets stained with Bodipy 493/503 (green) served as controls, i.e., for noncolocalization to LDs. Scale bars, 10 m.
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FIG 8 A fraction of NS5A localizes to the surface of lipid droplets. (A) In the top row, NS5A-mCherry colocalizes with Perilipin-GFP at lipid droplets. MDBK
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replication by either binding to the 3= UTR or interacting with
NS5B (19). In their study, Chen and coworkers identified three
regions (amino acids 137 to 172, 224 to 268, and 390 to 414)
within NS5A that are required for NS5B binding. While the first
two regions were also important for regulation of viral RNA synthesis, the region of aa 390 to 414 was nonessential for this regulation (19). Within these NS5A regions the authors identified 5
individual amino acids (W143, V145, P227, T246, and P257) that
were critical for RNA replication in cell culture and 4 amino acids
(K399, T401, E406, and L413) that were important for IRES-mediated translation and NS5B binding (19). Interestingly, these
amino acids were found to be conserved between pestiviral and
HCV NS5A. According to our present study, two of the identified
CSFV NS5A regions (aa 137 to 172 and 224 to 268) would reside in
domain I (aa 1 to 248) or overlap the putative LCS I (aa 249 to
282). Although we have not introduced deletions into domain I,
the identification of CSFV NS5A P257 as being important for the
NS5A-NS5B interaction as well as for viral replication by Chen et
al. is corroborated by our observation that deleting aa 248 to 257
of BVDV NS5A strongly compromises NS5A function (Fig. 2, 3,
and 5) (19). In contrast to the finding of Chen and coworkers that
the third NS5B interaction region of NS5A (aa 390 to 414) is not
essential for viral RdRp regulation in vitro, we observed that individual deletions of BVDV NS5A aa 338 to 437 strongly interfere
with viral RNA replication in all of our test systems (Fig. 2 and 3
and data not shown). Furthermore, the authors could show that
all nine amino acid residues are critical for viral RNA replication
when mutated individually to alanine in the CSFV viral genome
(19). This observation is in good agreement with the essential
function of domain I and our finding that the C-terminal part of
domain II and the entire domain III are critical for pestiviral RNA
replication.
Previously, a negative regulatory effect of NS5A on CSFV
IRES-mediated translation of a reporter mRNA was reported (20).
This effect also depended on residues in the CSFV NS5A region of
aa 390 to 414. However, we could not observe a similar regulatory
effect of deletions in the corresponding region of BVDV NS5A on
the IRES-mediated translation efficiencies of our different replicon RNAs (Fig. 3). The differences in the observations are likely
due to the individual test systems used in the two studies.
The identification of the nonessential nature of the LCS I region enabled us to develop an RNA replicon expressing fluorescent NS5A-mCherry in the context of a functional pestiviral replicase. The fact that NS5A-mCherry could be detected no earlier
than 48 h pe indicates that replication of this insertion mutant is
rather inefficient. In fact, when the mCherry coding sequence was
introduced into the bicistronic Bici-388 RLuc NS3-3= replicon/
⌬288-298 RNA, replication efficiency was further decreased 10fold at 48 h pe compared to the parental Bici-388 RLuc NS3-3=
⌬288-298 replicon (data not shown). Using this novel tool, the
cellular localization of NS5A-mCherry could be determined by
live cell imaging. Interestingly, a fraction of NS5A-mCherry was
localized at ring-like membranous structures identified as LDs by
eGFP-Perilipin colocalization and Bodipy 493/503 staining (Fig.
8). The ability to visualize NS5A in living cells is especially helpful,
since membrane structures are difficult to preserve when common antibody staining protocols are applied. In the HCV system,
it was described that the viral core protein is targeted to LDs (39,
70). Moreover, NS5A, together with NS3, NS5B, and TIP47, is also
targeted to the surface of LDs, and an NS5A-core protein interac-
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tant could not be observed for any of the tested NS5A mutants
(Fig. 6). This indicates that the deletions affect a step in viral replication upstream of virion release. For a better understanding it
will be interesting to identify possible second-site mutations that
rescue RNA replication and/or virion morphogenesis.
The remainder of the putative domain II of NS5A plays a pivotal role in RNA replication, since this region was essential in all of
our test systems. Analysis of domain III mutants revealed that this
region is not absolutely mandatory, since deletions are tolerated in
the context of the DI-388 replicon, but this domain was essential
in the CP7-388 context. Taking these findings together, domain
III may contribute to the establishment of an efficient RNA replicase rather than serving essential functions of NS5A. As with all
RNA viruses, the possible contribution of conserved secondary
RNA structures to RNA replication has to be considered. Thus, we
cannot exclude that the effect of individual deleterious mutations
is based on alteration of critical RNA structures.
When comparing the contribution of domains II and III of
HCV NS5A to viral RNA replication and virion morphogenesis,
our findings reveal interesting parallels but also notable differences between the NS5A proteins of both viruses. First, the putative LCS I region and the N-terminal part of domain II of both
NS5A proteins tolerate small deletions in RNA replication (37,
66). Second, different portions of the C-terminal part of domain II
are critical for RNA replication in both virus systems: a region of
90 aa is essential for BVDV RNA replication (Fig. 2), while HCV
RNA replication requires either the C-terminal 35 aa (HCV genotype 2a) or 56 aa (HCV genotype 1b) (37, 66, 67). Third, while
large parts of HCV NS5A domain III can be deleted without affecting RNA replication, the putative domain III of BVDV NS5A is
critical for pestiviral genome replication (Fig. 3 and data not
shown) (33, 35–37, 66). Our reverse genetic analysis revealed a
broad correlation between genome replication and virion morphogenesis for all tested deletion mutants (Fig. 5 and data not
shown). Therefore, we cannot address the question of whether
BVDV NS5A regions exist which specifically contribute to virus
production. Such a pivotal role in virion morphogenesis has recently been demonstrated for HCV NS5A domain III (36, 66,
68, 69).
The observation that none of the tested NS5A deletion mutants
caused any obvious disruptions of polyprotein translation and/or
processing suggests that the inhibitory NS5A mutations interfere
with specific functions of NS5A within the viral RNA replicase
(Fig. 4). However, with the data available we cannot rule out that
more subtle changes in processing kinetics, which are not detectable in our translation/processing system, inhibit viral RNA replication. In our analysis the NS5A-specific antibody recognized
full-length NS5A with an apparent molecular mass of 55 kDa and
also a less prominent additional protein of about 40 kDa. This
protein was not detected upon expression of mutant polyproteins
with deletions of NS5A aa 288 to 307 in the center of LCS I. One
possible explanation for this observation is that the deletion of the
central part of LCS I renders NS5A less accessible for cellular proteases or causes a reduced accessibility for an additional specific
processing event by the NS3-4A protease. In any case, the fact that
full-length genomes with deletions of NS5A aa 288 to 307 were still
capable of RNA replication and virion morphogenesis suggests
that generation of the 40-kDa fragment is not essential for these
processes.
Recently, CSFV NS5A has been shown to regulate viral RNA
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tion at the LD surface is assumed to trigger an early step in the
HCV virion assembly process (38, 66, 71, 72). In vitro analysis
demonstrated that an N-terminal amphipathic helix of HCV
NS5A serves as a membrane anchor and that an analogous helix
present at the N terminus of BVDV NS5A can functionally replace
that of HCV (21). In the present study, it was observed that a
fraction of BVDV NS5A-mCherry resides at the surface of LDs
when expressed either in the context of DI-388/NS5A-mCherry or
from plasmid DNA; i.e, in the absence of the other viral proteins
(Fig. 8). This localization mirrors the authentic cellular distribution of NS5A as confirmed by NS5A-specific antibody staining in
cells either electroporated with replicon DI-388 or infected with
BVDV CP7. However, without quantitative data, we cannot exclude that the presence of other pestiviral proteins causes an even
more efficient targeting of NS5A to LDs. While colocalization of
NS5A with NS3 was observed in cytoplasmic foci, NS5A but not
NS3 appears to be enriched at the LD surface (Fig. 8A). This indicates that different NS5A protein complexes exist in infected cells,
serving distinct function(s) throughout the viral life cycle.
Recently, it was observed that a CSFV mutant with a rescue
mutation in the C-terminal part of NS3 can generate infectious
progeny despite an almost complete deletion of the viral core protein (73, 74). This result implies that the core protein plays a minor role in the recruitment of the viral components which are
involved in virion morphogenesis in the pestivirus system. Therefore, the results presented here raise the question of whether other
pestiviral proteins localize at LDs.
The data obtained in this study highlight the importance of the
NS5A protein in the pestiviral life cycle. Furthermore, this and
other studies in the CSFV system (19) contribute to a better understanding of remarkable common features of the NS5A proteins
of pestiviruses and HCV, such as their localization to the surface of
LDs, their importance for viral RNA replication, and their role in
modulating the viral replicase complex.
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